a view to render it palatable. It serves notice on the shape of a fable, or so pertinent to the case as to justify that I shall introduce it as a dissertation. I shall at the sound of his strength, and gravity of voice, picture, be by it forced to amuse himself at the expense of a wolf, whom he saw loitering near the house, went towards him, and speaking with one of his hind feet, complained of a pain, which gave him considerable pain. The wolf thinking to take him at an advantage, expressed great commiseration, and offered to act as his physician, by extracting the thorn. The feet lifted up his feet for a nearer inspection; but unexpectedly entered the pain enter's jaws with so sure a lucky or left him howling upon the field, whilst the other pranced away laughing at the folly of the comical empiric. In a similar way I apprehend, the weakness of the constitution of the Citizen, to cure the notion of aristocracy, is likely to end in renders up his butt of those whom he affects to pity.

The Citizen has made some remarks upon the notion of the Equator. As he imagines a right to know more concerning them than I can pretend to, I shall not attempt to revivify the memory from the reason which he best endeavors to iat once when he is. That national and religious duties being acted unquestionably upon such principles, as in their wisdom this seems sufficient.